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ment is looked upon as a partner working with court for the best
interest of the child. The chief criticism is that the procedure is
sometimes slow, but if the department has expert investigators and
sufficient funds unreasonable delays can be avoided. Furthermore,
the department's report actually may save time by eliminating the
necessity of lengthy hearings.
In addition to close cooperation between the courts and the welfare
departments, it is essential that attorneys and the public understand
the purpose and procedure of adoption. The relationship between author-
ized child placing agencies and state and county welfare departments
should be clarified and their activities coordinated. In all adoptions
the consent of the parents, guardian, or state department should be
required. The rights of parents should be protected as far as prac-
tical and just, although their rights may be cut off by their own
misconduct. It was found that publication of notice of pending adop-
tions is ineffective and mconsistent with provisions that all records
and hearings be confidential. Courts should not be authorized to waive
the investigation or to disregard investigation reports, for that is
likely to defeat the policy of the act. and endanger the welfare of the
child. It is the child's welfare with which the court should be most
concerned. It is deemed desirable that the child reside in the adoptive
home at least six months before the final decree is entered, so that
the child's development and adjustment may be considered. Special
statutory provisions should protect the rights of the natural parent
in the cases where the adoption is by a step-parent.
It is encouraging to note that the present Indiana act 2 remedies
most of the defects and adopts most of the procedural advantages
that are disclosed by this survey. The plain duty of the courts,
attorneys, and welfare authorities is for each to understand the other's
function under the adoption act, and to coordinate their functions
wisely and sympathetically so as to carry into effect the policy of
the statute.
THE LAW BEHIND UNION AGREEMENTS, by David Ziskind.
United States Department of Labor, Office of the Solicitor. 1941, 87 p.
Concerned more with the law of contracts than with labor law this
concise report "presents a summary of the important legal principles
on what is needed to make a binding union agreement, what provisions
are enforcible, how the courts generally interpret the terms of an
agreement, what means of enforcement are available, who may enforce
the agreement and who may be held responsible for violation."'
The brevity of this monography belies its completeness. There are
sixty pages of annotations collecting the important state and federal
decisions on the contract law of collective agreements. Although no
attempt is made to critically analyze the rules, the work is nevertheless
a useful guide to the ready discovery of the cases.
I Ziskind; The Law Behind Union Agreements, p. 1.
2 Ind. Stat. Ann. (Burns Supp., 1941) §3-114 to §3-125. See the dis-
cussion of this act in the article by Bamberger, supra, p. -
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